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REPUBLIC OF KENYA

Tel: (020) 6534410 Fax: (020) 6534807
awards@elgonfarmersawards.com, submissions@ elgonfarmersawards.com,
Website: www.elgonfarmersaward.com / www.elgonkenya.com
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE,
LIVESTOCK AND FISHERIES

National Farmers’ Award Scheme 2013
The Ministry of Agriculture is partnering with Elgon Kenya Limited
to conduct the National Farmers Competition Award Scheme 2013.
This change in approach to the scheme has been prompted by a
change of some service delivery systems of government following the
on-going devolution as per the new constitution.
The new approach adopts five competition categories as:
a. Small scale farms gearing to commercialization,
b. Small Scale farms fully commercialized operating at an
investment level of not more than Ksh 50million.
c. Large scale farms fully commercialized operating at an
investment level of more than Ksh 50million.
d. Large scale Agro input dealers with an investment level of

more than Ksh 5million.

e. Small Scale Agro dealers at an investment level of less than
Ksh 5million.
Application forms can be collected from any Agriculture office country
wide.
For more information visit:

www.kilimo.go.ke / www.farmersawards.com /
www.elgonkenya.com / www.hortinews.co.ke.
Cell: 0722 403103, 0722 848970, 0721 514773

The forms are given free of charge and entry to the competition is free.
Public farms like the Agricultural Training Centres, ADC farms, Prisons
farms, etc may also apply.
Deadline for applications is July 31st, 2013.
*Terms and conditions apply*
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Biased And Subjective

A

n important question continues to
stalk me. Will I affirm or deny the
charge that the media is biased

in their reports on both flower growers
role in Corporate Social Responsibility and
treatment to their staff.
It is difficult to deny it. Many newspaper’s reports, analysis and
personal columns that I have read appear lopsided on the basis of
staff treatment with which the one on the other party was identified.
But I cannot affirm whether this failing is subjective or merely
objective. The difference is significant. Objective failing happened
unconsciously. They may result simply from lack of training or
experience. A Reporter just may not know how to squeeze all the
low-down out of a source.
But having edited horticultural articles and visited almost all the
flower farms in the country, I accuse them of subjectivism. The
charge is that reporters or their editors deliberately omit or intrude
or arrange or interpret the facts and figures in such a way as to
put a person or a party at an advantage and his rival (its) rival at a
disadvantage.
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the by- lines. It often seems a huge racial wedge has been driven
into the press corps.
I am not sure whether in any other sector this form of corruption
continues to permeate the press. Someone must put a full stop into
this non-sensical “Impeccable sources.” That is why it is appropriate
for any journalist to bring forth these NGO’s, workers of any other
source for scrutiny. We cannot accept people driven by selfish
motives serving their ‘foreign’ masters threaten to destroy one of the
best run sectors.
Have a fair reading.
Masila Kanyingi.
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IFTEX EXPO KENYA 2013 A SMASHING SUCCESS!
Among some of the countries being represented were
Australia, Kuwait, Germany, Italy, Spain, England,
Ireland, Holland and even the USA. The trade fair
was officially opened by the Cabinet Secretary
for Agriculture, Mr. Felix Koskei, who stressed in
his opening speech the commitment of the new
government to support the Kenyan horticultural
industry in its production and exports.
Both exhibitors and visitors were very impressed by
the Kenyan flowers that were brought from the farms
to the exhibition. Besides the abundant displays of
roses, many other types of flowers were showed, such
as various gypsophila varieties of Danziger (earning 3
different prices in the various quality competitions of
being best breeder as well as best grower), Solidago,
Callas, Alstroemeria, Lilium, statice, Agaphantus,

Director Zena Roses and a Former Agriculture

hypericum and many more.

Minister Sally Kosgei Receives the Gold Trophy

The trade fair has already positioned itself as a continental fair,

From the Agriculture Cabinet Secretary Mr. Felix

edition. Growers from Uganda, Tanzania, Ethiopia and even

Koskei. This was part of the climax of the just

and imported into Kenya especially for the event. The organizers

concluded IFTEX 2013.

I

since growers from other African countries exhibited in this second
Rwanda were present with flowers produced in their own countries
announced during the opening ceremony that this will be a further
focus point for the next edition. Especially more flower growers of
surrounding countries will be attracted to join the fair in 2014.

FTEX Expo Kenya 2013 successfully closed its
doors after a very busy week of networking between
Kenyan flower growers and international flower
buyers. According to exhibitors and attendees the

event was one of the best of its kind in history. Besides the
presence of the biggest and most important Russian and
Ukrainian flower buyers at the fair, buyers from more than
25 other countries travelled to Nairobi sourcing fresh cut
flowers.  

Results of the various quality competitions
Best Breeder Quality Competition:
Bronze: Nirp East Africa with the rose “Dreamliner”.
Silver: Danziger with solidago “Golden Glory”.
Gold: Continental Breeding with the rose “Pegasus”.
Platinum: Danziger with gypsophila ”XLence”.
Best Grower Quality Competition - roses:
Bronze: Red Ice/Eye Spy/One and Only with the standard rose
“Downtown”.
Silver: Harvest Limited with the spray rose “Fireworks”.
Gold: Zena Roses with the spray rose “Fireworks”.
Platinum: Uhuru Flowers with the standard rose “Farfalla”.
Best Grower Quality Competition-Other Cut flowers:
Bronze: Beauty Line Limited with solidago “Solid Beauty”.
Silver: Trodding Africa Limited with agaphantus “Blue”.
Gold: Sian Agriflora (Sian Roses) with calla “Majectic Red”.
Platinum: Oserian Development Company with statice “Purple
Statice”.
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SILICONE RUBBER TUBE

FPS africa’s silicone rubber tube is extruded
from a soft and flexible elastomer offering
excellent abrasion resistance, kink resistance
with strength and flexibility. It is also resistant to
oils, acids and solvents.

*Currently only natural available

APPLICATION
Silicone tubes are an integral part of the
grafting process when planting new
stems. They are used to hold together
various stems as they develop thereby
allowing for the combination of various
varieties and root stocks. We offer a
selection of different sizes to suit your
propagation needs.

SIZES AVAILABLE
O.D. (mm) I.D. (mm) Length (mm)
5.5
4.5
22
6.5
5.5
22
7.5
6.5
22

DRAWING

O.D

PACK
SIZE
5,000
4,000
3,000

I.D

CONTACT DETAILS:
TEL: +254 (0)20 211 2100/1/2/3, GSM: +254 (0)722 201 338, (0)733 201 338, FAX: +254 (0)20 210 7044
PHYSICAL ADDRESS: OFF MOMBASA ROAD OPPOSITE MASTER MIND NEXT TO
NATION PRINTING PLANT AT SANPAC AFRICA LIMITED PREMISES
E-mail: fps-sales@fpsafrica.com; marketing@fpsafrica.com
www.fpsafrica.com, www.sanpac.com
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Kenya: Direct Flower Sales Increase.
Cut flower farmers in Kenya stand to rake in huge

“Over 25 per cent of exported flowers are delivered

profits as international buyers begin to buy their

directly to these multiples, providing an opportunity

produce directly. Direct sales of cut flowers has

for value addition at source through sleeving, labeling

risen recently, a trend the Kenya Flower Council

and bouquet production,” KFC Chief Executive Jane

(KFC) says is a result of changing dynamics in the

Ngige said.

global market in response to current consumer
trends.

Ngige added that last year’s International Flower
Trade Exhibition (IFTEX), the first of its kind held in

According to the Economic Survey 2013, the cut

Kenya, also helped boost direct sales. To exploit the

flower sector earned the country Sh65 billion last

rise in direct sales, Ngige called on growers to form

year, up from Sh58.8 billion in 2011. Kenya is the

marketing firms and team up with exporters. “This will

lead exporter of rose cut flowers to the European

give the farmer better returns compared to what they

Union, with a market share of about 38 per cent.

get through Dutch auction exports.

Approximately 65 per cent of exported flowers are

However, growers have to foot the cost of logistics

sold through Dutch auctions for re-export, with

and packing, which the buyer on the other side

the United Kingdom market buying 25 per cent

demands,” she said. Ngige added that this would also

of the produce and other segments, including

help the sector cope with the Eurozone crisis. “We

Japan, US, Russia, France and Germany, taking

are still exporting good volumes as a result of high

up the rest.

demand, but returns are very low,” she said

Germany: Floralife Celebrates 75 Years of
Floral Industry Leadership
This year Floralife celebrates 75 years of service

market presence. In 2007, Floralife EU established a

to the floral industry. Founded in 1938, Floralife

research laboratory, sales and marketing office in the

introduced the first cut flower food to the floral

Netherlands and recently opened a testing laboratory

market. Acquired by floral foam maker Smithers-

in Peterborough, England to serve the important UK

Oasis in 2007, today the company provides a full

market.

range of flower care and floral design products
and services – at every stage of the postharvest

Floralife Vice President Jim Daly reflects on the

process – to customers worldwide.

company’s history and success. “We have always
strived for that leadership position in this industry,”

Headquartered in South Carolina, USA, Floralife

he explains. “We realize we have a stake in every

has established a network of research specialists

aspect of the flower chain, from harvest to home,

and laboratories, manufacturing facilities and

postharvest care to design and decoration.

sales personnel strategically located in major
flower markets and flower growing areas around

We’re problem solvers, doing our best to advance

the world.

the ultimate goal – fresher, longer-lasting flowers
and absolute consumer satisfaction. We want to

8

In each location, Floralife works closely with the

thank the industry – the growers, bouquet makers

local industry to solve the challenges of the flower

and transporters; the wholesalers, distributors and

chain. In 2001, the company launched Floralife

retailers; the florists, designers and enthusiasts.

Europe to better serve the European market. Since

Thanks for allowing us to serve you for 75 years. And

then Floralife EU has significantly expanded its

thanks for your trust. We’re going to keep earning it!”
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FLOWER SOURCING AFRICA
Your reliable farm to market link

Airflo Complex, Freight Lane. P.O. Box 19121-00501, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254-713168799,
Email: export@fsafrica.co.ke, Website: www.dfg.nl
10
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Flower Sourcing Africa –Your Reliable “Farm To Market” Link!
In the previous edition of Floriculture Magazine we highlighted the
presence of the Dutch Flower Group (DFG) in East Africa in general
and Kenya in particular.
4 DFG business units operate out of the Airflo Complex at Jomo
Kenyatta International Airport Nairobi:

a

2 flowers sourcing operations - Progress and Flower Sourcing

a

Airflo as a forwarding / logistics provider for the Group as well

a

Fresh From Source (FFS) being a direct sales company selling

Africa (FSA)
as third party shippers out of Kenya
       flowers directly to customers worldwide
Flower Sourcing Africa was incorporated in early 2012 as an off-

Quality Control Checks at our Airflo Facilities

spring of the already active operation called DFG Kenya. Its primary
mandate is to source flowers (both roses and summer flowers) pro-

quickly and accurately to market changes in supply and demand,

actively in East Africa on behalf of various Wholesale, Retail and

so to serve its overseas companies in the way they expect to be

Import companies within the Dutch Flower Group–Green Partners,

served.

Rose Connect, OZ Import, Van Dijk Flora, Flora Export, Fresh from
Source, OZ Export, Premier Blenheim, Hamifleurs, etc. all use

Instead of buying flowers on water on the clocks in Holland, we see

FSA as their reliable FOB sourcing partner, especially focused and

a continuous trend that DFG Companies buy more and more Kenyan

specialized in short and medium term flower sourcing.

flowers ‘in the box’ on a FOB Basis, have them delivered Airflo at
JKIA and so logistically the flowers do not necessarily go to Holland

The unit is run in a lean and mean way out of the Airflo Complex at

anymore – yet are directed through the DFG group company Airflo

Nairobi JKIA and consists of a team of 7dedicated sourcing, technical

for shipping to many destinations worldwide. Control of the logistical

/ quality &logistic personnel who have an excellent knowledge of

cool chain becomes then of extreme importance for DFG and will

the Kenya flower sector and thus know the supply base inside out.

become even more important in future so to ensure we deliver a

This combined with direct immediate links to its final DFG markets in

superior product to our overseas customers. FSA is located at the

especially Holland results in the ability of FSA to be able to respond

Airflo Complex at JKIA and has therefore first-hand knowledge of
the quality specifications of the product delivered, with our QC Team
giving daily feedback to supplying growers on flowers supplied and
how we can further improve quality together.
Growers recognize the need to follow changing buying trends as
explained above, so that they sell flowers as effective and cost
efficient to its customers – FSA (backed by the buying power and
financial surety of the DFG) is therefore very well placed in the
local Kenyan flower sector and is without doubt a reliable and
knowledgeable trading partner, aiming to grow your present and
future flower sales profitable together !

The FSA Team
Standing : from left to right : Joseph Karanja (Commercial Manager) –
Samuel Likoko (Quality Manager) – Jan Smit (General Manager)
Seated : from left to right : Lilian Ochieng (Export Assistant) – Beatrice
Kabui (Commercial Assistant) – Mareen Luchemo (Admin Assistant) – Roselyne
Adagi (Export Manager)
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Manager
of the Month

Steadily, Slowly, Step by Careful step, Mr.
Andrew Wambua Made his way into the
greenhouse. His progress was as deliberate
and methodical as the journey he has led with
razor sharp precision in his finest hour, as a
grower for over a decade.
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Mr. Andrew Wambua

I

Briefly discuss Andrew Wambua (background-personal and as a

Some times during dry weather conditions, water becomes a

grower to current position country Farm Manager Molo River Farm)

problem. Borehole yields go down or the water levels in the dams go
down requiring one to ration the water. As a grower, you sometimes

must say that I happened to be in this industry by accident.

have to deal with difficult workers and the workers union. The list of

All through my secondary education, I wanted to be a

challenges is endless

Doctor, after seeing the suffering my late mother went
through, after mismanagement of her diabetic condition. As

What would you point out as your strongest attribute that has made

fate would have it, I was thrown to the faculty of Agriculture

you succeed as a grower?

at Nairobi University which I unsuccessfully tried to change. The rest
is history.

It’s difficult to assess yourself but I look at my success to be
from the way I lead my team. I have borrowed heavily from John

My journey in the flower industry started at Karen Roses, Ravine

Maxwell’s leadership books. I like giving our employees the ‘’BEST’’

farm, which I joined immediately after leaving college in 1997 as an

that is I, Believe in them, Encourage them, Share with them and

Assistant Manager. After one and half years, I moved to Sian Roses,

Trust them.

Equator Flowers as a Production Manager. Over a period of 12 years
I worked at Sian, I held a number of Positions including being a

I connect with people on all levels across the organization. As John

Farm Manager and the Group Technical Manager. I moved from Sian

Maxwell puts it, people don’t care how much you know until they

Roses at the end of 2011 to start Molo River Roses.

know how much you care, I do believe that if you care about them,
they will follow you and give you the strongest support no matter

Academically, I possess a Honors degree in Agriculture, A master

how big the challenges and obstacles are.

degree in Business Administration and a Post graduate Diploma in
Project Management. I am a certified Kaizen Practitioner and Quality

In your experiences, briefly discuss production trends of flowers in

Environment (5’ S ) auditor.

Kenya?

How do you see the future for African rose growers? What should

In terms of production, I will say that the strategies of the grower will

they focus on to survive?

depend on the market he is supplying to. For those who have direct
markets and year round deals, they need to have almost constant

In terms of production, I still see Africa, and Kenya in particular

supply though with some peaks during special days as Valentines

having a competitive edge in producing flowers over Europe. The

and Mothers day.

cost of production is relatively low here hence I see African growers
still being among the major suppliers into European markets.

For the auction suppliers, they need to take note of the peaks and
troughs in the market demand and make sure that they have good

The only question on everybody’s lip is for how long the African

volumes when the market is high and relatively low volumes when

flowers will continue enjoying duty free market in Europe. If this is

it’s low. In this case, I look at the grower as a choir master who has

reversed, I see a situation where the margins of the growers are

to ensure the high and low notes in the song are followed.

significantly reduced. To survives, the African growers should focus
on quality and cost controls.

In your experience discuss the minimum/maximum head size in
cm and stem length in cm you expect from most rose varieties in

You have been growing and selling flowers for most of your

different growing areas in Kenya? Does this mean anything when a

professional life, if you would have to give your remarks about been

grower is selecting a variety?

a grower, what would they be?
The flower growing areas in Kenya are spread from an altitude of
It is quite an exciting profession, you deal with a living thing, which

1600m above sea level to over 2400 meters. We expect the head

reacts to the environment and to whatever you do, yet it cannot

sizes ranging from 2.5cm to over 6 cm from these areas. To some

communicate to you!

extent, this affects both the choice of the market and varieties to

You also have to be on top of everything every day.

select. For small headed varieties, it makes a lot of sense to target
the supermarkets while big headed ones can easily sell well in the

Any challenges you have faced as a grower?

auctions and Russian markets.

I will define one of the roles of a grower as dealing with challenges

Concerning marketing, discuss both direct and auction markets.

every day. It rains and you have all problems of Downy mildew and

For the last one year we have seen a more aggressive marketing

botrytis. It’s sunny and windy and the problems of powdery and

by flower farms with increments of direct sales compared to the

many other pests set in. There are some months in a year when it’s

auctions, what can you attribute this to?

very windy and you lose a lot of plastics.
This can be attributed to the need by growers to have a business

Floriculture . July - August 2013
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outside labor was also a problem as the farm is in an isolated place
and no housing around. We have since overcome these problems
and the farm is now running smoothly.
How would you describe your last one year as the General Manager,
Molo River Farm? Are you passionate about what you do?
This has been my best job since joining the industry. It is a baby I
have seen been conceived, born and now walking. We have had a
number of challenges but every challenge has provided us with an
opportunity to learn from.
What is your vision for Molo River Farm? What are your top
priorities?
I would like to see Molo River Roses being the preferred supplier
of choice for quality flowers  to major markets in the world. As a
new farm, there are a number of things we need to do to achieve
this vision. The list of priorities is long but top on it is the need to
improve the technical skills of our staff through trainings. We are also
working on setting up sustainable systems which can guarantee
quality products throughout the year. Above all we are working on
developing a good market for our products.
Briefly discuss the Molo River farm team?
relationships with their key clients and have year round deals which
cushions them from the unpredictability of prices in the auction.
With direct sells, one knows his income even as the products leave
the farm, something which is not possible with the auction. This
enables the grower to plan his cash flows well.
All in all, we cannot write off the auctions. They will still play a
major role in the marketing of our flowers. It is a place where
you will make a name or destroy it based on the quality and
consistency of you supply. As a grower, I look at having the two
markets in relatively equal proportions, short and medium lengths
marketing directly while long lengths through the auction. In this
way, one benefits from the periods when prices are very good in
the auction
In one of your previous articles with another publication, you
discussed on starting a farm from scratch to market, how has it
been a challenge?
It has been an exciting and a learning experience for me. To start
with, the farm is situated in a rehabilitated land; full of termite
hills and gulleys There is no other flower farm around so getting
experienced labor was a problem. There was also no in- road to
the farm.

team whom I am working with in executing the board’s decisions.
We have a very support Chairman who is with us almost daily and
giving us all the necessary support. The employees are very hard
working and understanding. As you know, a new farm has its share
of teething problems but our employees have been very supportive.
What is your personal work ethic, and how does this affect the
company culture?
My working slogan is hard on standards but soft on people. You
have to set minimum standards in whatever you do and people will
always give you what you accept. I also believe that people don’t
plan to make mistakes in a workplace but in the process of working,
mistakes are bound to happen. Whenever a mistake occurs, I
encourage our Managers to deal with the mistake, not the person.
Describe your ordinary day? Do you still have enough personal
time?
I am in the office by 6.45am. I peruse through the day’s newspapers
up to 7. I usually have an informal meeting with the Production and
marketing teams between 7 and 7.30am. Once in a week, we have a
crop walk with the production team through the entire field the whole

When we moved in, the first thing we had to do is to clear the
bushes and flatten some of the termite hills. We had to design an
inroad and gravel it. Getting labor from within was a problem as the
locals would prefer to work for a half day in the neighboring small
scale farms than to work the whole day in the flower farm. Getting

14

I have a very good team. I had a free hand to select the senior
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morning. On the other days when we are not having the crop walk, I
attend to many other office matters and the Company visitors.
My day ends at 6pm. I work for 5 days in a week and take the
weekend off to spend time with my family.
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Ecuador Hopes For
Favourable Trade
Agreement With US

W

orried about the July 31
expiration date of two key trade
agreements with the United
States, Ecuador launched a
massive public awareness

campaign to highlight the importance of its exports, of
which cut flowers make up a substantial part.

S

upermarket chain Tesco has
reported a sales slide in the UK and
Europe during the first reporting
quarter of 2013. Tesco, the world’s
third biggest retailer - and Britain’s

biggest - reported a drop in like-for-like UK sales
of 1%, with a slide of 5.5% in Europe.

“Keep Trade Going” is the official title of the campaign,

The worse than expected results raises concerns

launched by the Ecuadorian Trade Office. It aims to

of its recovery plan for the domestic market.

encourage the U.S. government to renew the important

The firm, whose profit fell for the first time in two

preferential trade agreements as soon as possible, in

decades in the year that ended February 23, has

light of their economic importance for both nations.

spent £1bn on a fightback plan in Britain.

Trade between the U.S. and Ecuador falls under two

Additional plans include a scaling back of

agreements: the Andean Trade Promotion and Drug

operations in the United States, as first reported

Eradication Act and the U.S. Generalized System of

by Sky News City Editor Mark Kleinman last

Preferences Program. These preferential agreements

December. Around two thirds of its revenue and

allow Ecuador to export products to the United States

profit come from the home market.  It said sales

without paying an import tariff. Both expire July 31,

at UK stores open more than a year, excluding

however.

fuel and VAT, fell 1% in the 13 weeks to May 25.

The looming tariff increase of roughly 7% and the

The sales drop was greater than that forecast

corresponding price rise of imported Ecuadorian

by analysts.  Tesco saw sales up 0.5% in the

products evidently has the country’s cut flower

previous quarter, which was the stronger quarterly

exporters worried. Tens of thousands of jobs could be

outcome for three years. Tesco said total Q1

at risk, industry experts suggest.

sales increased 2.7%, excluding fuel sales.

About 30% of all the cut roses purchased in the United

Chief executive Philip Clarke said: “Conditions

States are currently imported from Ecuador, putting the

outside the UK remain challenging and we have

country second only to Columbia. The Andean republic

broadly maintained our performance from the

exported a good $400 million worth of cut flowers to

fourth quarter of last year.” Shares dropped 1.7%

the States in 2012 and another $270 million worth

in early trading in response to the results.

to other countries, making it the third largest flower
exporter in the world. Source: Florint
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UK: Sales Of Tesco
Drop In First Quater
Of 2013
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Ethiopia: New Perishable Cargo Terminal At Airport
Addis Ababa

T

he new perishable

cargo terminal in Ethiopia. This terminal is

Both the flower growers and the fruit and

cargo terminal at the

designed specifically for airfreight export of

vegetable exporting companies in Ethiopia

international airport

flowers from Ethiopia. The existing terminal

are extremely pleased with this capacity

of Addis Ababa in

outgrew the growing capacity of exported

enlargement.

Ethiopia is now fully in use for

flowers. For that reason, Ethiopian Airlines

export of flowers and vegetables.

decided in October 2012 to quadruple the

The cold chain, from harvesting to the end

The coldroom facility is buit by

capacity of the cold stores.

customer, is important for the country to

Celtic Cooling.

guarantee the quality and shelf life of fresh
The new ‘perishable cargo terminal’ is now

produce. With two to four full cargo flights,

In February of this year Celtic

fully used for the flower export, so that

Ethiopia is the second largest exporter of

Cooling from New Vennep in the

through the existing terminal exports of

flowers after Kenya.

Netherlands commissioned a new

vegetables, fruits and herbs can take place.

Source: Celtic Cooling

Australian Government Opts For Mps Certification
Scheme In Combination With Fair Flowers Fair Plants.

I

n a recently published

retailers. And, the fact that the number of

Most of the companies that took part in

report, the research bureau

sustainability labels has grown significantly

the research specified a preference for

RIRDC recommended that

in the past few years led to the Australian

the MPS-ABC certificate. This means that

the Australian government

government engaging a research bureau

growers and exporters that fulfil these

opts for the MPS certification

to investigate the advantages and

requirements also have the best paperwork

scheme in combination with

disadvantages of each one.

for their customers. “This was the deciding
factor for the Australian government”,

Fair Flowers Fair Plants. With
this independent research, the

explains de Groot. “They were also very

Independent research

much drawn to the combination with

Australian government hopes to
help growers and exporters in their

For the purposes of this research, the

the label Fair Flowers Fair Plants. The

choice of a sustainability label.

RIRDC research bureau interviewed a range

consumer market is also served by this

According to MPS Director Theo

of parties across the globe. In addition

system.”

de Groot, “Certification is a ‘must’

to interviews with leading importers and

in order to continue to play a

wholesalers, they also held conversations

meaningful role in the international

with the organisations which develop and

floriculture market’.

manage the certificates themselves.

Worldwide support
The research bureau also recommended
setting up an MPS office in Australia, as

It is a worldwide development. The

A total of seven labels were compared

is the case in Japan. A local office can

consumer is thinking ‘greener’ and

with one another: Fair Flowers Fair Plants,

certainly speed up the implementation of

is deliberately choosing products

Fairtrade (Max Havelaar), Flower Label

the sustainability label among growers,

that have been grown with respect

Program, GLOBALG.A.P., MPS-ABC,

exporters, branch organisations and

for man and the environment.

Rainforest Alliance and Veriflora.

government bodies. “We are delighted
that the research demonstrated that the

In order to remain an important
player in the international market

chosen strategy for MPS – in combination

MPS most well-known

with Fair Flowers Fair Plants – offers

for flowers and plants, Australian
growers and exporters must

Various certification schemes are currently

growers the best access to the international

demonstrate that they are able

in use in the most important export

market”, adds de Groot. “More Profitable

to fulfil the high requirements of

countries for Australian flowers and plants.

Sustainability sums it up quite well.”
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Equinox Horticulture Ltd.
Fusion of Quality and
Excellence.

H

aving a head over your

criteria for success in the

competitors be it on racing

markets.

tracks or in market draws

Mt. Kenya based Equinox

margin between success and

Horticulture Ltd., one

failure. In the flower export sector, product

of the largest exporter

quality dictates whether or not the firm’s

of flowers in the area

product will outshine those of competitor(s).

exporting 100% of
all their flowers to the

With mushrooming of flower firms

auction is no exception.

specializing in the same line of products

“Our objective is to

and services, and consumers having

achieve the highest

become particular of where they source

standards of Good

on environment conservation, reduced

their products, quality is an important

Agricultural Produce (GAP), with a focus

use of agrochemicals, improved efficiency
To Page 20

E

Equinox Embraces Skytrain
Transport System.

quinox Horticulture Ltd has embraced the newest
flower transportation system which ensures quality

of flowers is supreme. The Greenspan Sky Transport
System system is used to transport flowers from the
greenhouses to the pack house.
“Since installation the company has saved on time,
labour, maintenance costs while ensuring a higher
quality”, said Mr. Rod Jones. Adding, “the crops do not
shake hence ensuring fewer bruises and broken heads
compared to when we were using trolleys and tractors”.
The maintenance costs compared to the traditional
system is also very low; we only oil the wheels once
a month and change the sheet cap if it is worn out.
Additionally, the system does not emit any gases or
cause any pollution making it environmentally friendly.
Skytrain Transport System is manufactured in USA
Thomas cable ways of USA and distributed by an
Indian company, Greenspan Agritech Ltd. Locally they
have partnered with African Hydroponics who install
and maintain it.

18
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2-way systemic pest control:
Putting an end to hide-and-seek
Benefits

New chemistry with a completely new mode of action
No cross resistance with existing chemistry
Broad spectrum efficacy on sucking pests
Long lasting control
Compatibility with Biological Control Agents
Protection of newly grown parts of plants (shoots and roots)
Translocation to most of the difficult to reach parts of plants
Improved control of hidden pests
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From Page 18
in natural resources use, conserving existing

Management

habitats and to ensure continual responsibility

The success of Equinox Horticulture Ltd.

with regard to health, safety and welfare

stems from the investment in modern

of workers”, said Mr. Rod Jones, the Chief

infrastructure that has been established

Executive Officer when he took the Floriculture

and nurtured by their executive directors

team round the farm.

Mr. Rod Jones and Tom Lawrence over the
past four years. The two joined together

Equinox maintains a continual assessment

five years ago with their combination

of the impact daily operations has to their

of horticulture production and finance

customers, employees, environment, society

management backgrounds. This experience

and suppliers.

and qualification has not only won
faith and trust with customers’
abroad but has seen it emerge as
one of the best managed farms in
the area today. In recognition of
human resources as the greatest
assets in any organization,
they invested in a professional
management to oversee the daily
running in the farm.
Today, the farm has grown to a
total of over 23 hectares from
the initial five. The farm has
been restructured and today it
boasts of metallic green houses,
an ultramodern grading hall and
state of the art cold rooms.

C

M

It has a mechanized and

Y

computerized irrigation system.
CM

Installation of the “Sky Train”

MY

cableway for transportation

CY



CMY

K







of roses from inside the
greenhouses, around the farm
through to grading hall took place
in 2012 with the objective of less
bruising of their products which
translates to lower reject rate
and higher value at the market.
The farm has expanded to create
many hundreds of jobs both
directly and indirectly.
Operations
The company has a developed
an accountable policy covering
environment, health, safety and
staff welfare and is a member of
“MPS” attaining an A grade label
through comprehensive reporting

20
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Staff holding Flowers
and external audit procedures, giving

action plan. The company also monitors the

confidence to customers of high standards

whole process to ensure targets are met

operating on the farm in Kenya

while reversing the action plan in the light
of changing circumstances in the dynamic

To comply with this, the farm undertakes

industry.

frequent internal audits in order to identify

The overall objective is to reduce the

and document any risk assessment on

pesticide usage while at the same time

regular basis and prepare a time bound

ensuring responsible and safe use.
This takes place within the guidelines
set out in the company policy and
statutory regulations. Application of
pesticides is determined by scouting and
identification. Equinox covers scouting
in all greenhouses utilizing “SCARAB”
GPS monitoring and charting systems.
Spot spraying with pesticides that are
friendly to the environment as opposed
to blanket spraying is practiced. Accurate
and timely uses of remedial measures in
crop protection reduce the impact to the
environment. All scouts undergo an in
house training to enable them identify all
the disease and pests found in cut flowers.
Equinox maintains 100% IPM control in all
greenhouses.
It is indisputable that the best source of
water for irrigation for greenhouse is rain.
Equinox Horticulture Ltd harvests 100%
of all the rain water allowing the Company
to so-far survive purely on harvested rain
water collected in large lagoons. This big
advantage has resulted to absence of
bacteria or mineral which makes finding
the right fertilizer solution much easier. This
also results to fertilizer reduction and better
plant quality through the practice of water

Floriculture . July - August 2013
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conservation techniques among them.

Human Resources

They practice a fully computerized irrigation

Equinox Horticulture Ltd values its

system that ensures only the needed water

employees and it is committed to

is used. Recycling of water also ensures

continuous training and investment in

minimal soil erosion and contamination

personnel development. The employees

hence preservation of water catchments

are provided with house allowance,

areas and environment conservation.

medical care and other welfare facilities
and benefits. Equinox Horticulture Ltd
endeavors to provide a safe,

We are proud to be your partner as you grow.

hygienic and healthy working
environment with adequate
and appropriate protective
clothing provided.
The staff working in the cold
rooms and spraying have
special jackets specific
for their tasks. Upon
engagement all sprayers
undergo a cholesterol level
test and regular others after
hire. Sprayers are alternated
regularly for health purposes.
They also undergo regular
trainings.
Marketing
Equinox enjoys good
relations with the auctions

Congratulates

in Holland. The business
is 100% dedicated to the
auctions. The management
is yet to test direct sales and
other virgin markets in the
Middle East and other parts

On completing the development of their
Mt. Kenya Rose Farm.

of Europe. However, due
to the ongoing expansion,
they have hosted a number
of customers from different
parts.
In addition balancing head
size and stem length, the

Refreshing banking spurring
growth.

company is MPS certified
and their logo is noted on
their products on the clock.
Their market strength is
derived from their choice
of varieties. The farm is

+254 20 3284000 / +254 703 084000
banking@finabank.com

known for its choice of
strong colours which benefit
from the high light levels.

Fina Bank is regulated by the Central Bank of Kenya.
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www.finabank.com

Notable varieties include

the Bi-colours, burnt orange, deep sunset
and deep red. It also boasts of higher value

For Equinox Horticulture Ltd. fame can

products i.e. long stems and big head sizes.

come in a moment, but greatness comes
with longevity. They are for greatness.

Conclusion

Infact, it was established for more than

Equinox Horticulture Ltd may no longer be

greatness, it was established for the

expanding physically due to lack of space.

glory of the flower industry, employees,

In the near future, the company will expand

community around them, the authority and

it’s investment in technology, human

consumers.

resource, choice of more value addition
varieties and above all corporate social
responsibility (CSR).

GROW WITH GREENSPAN

Greenspan is a joint Venture Company with Dutch know-how and technology manufactured at low costs in India.

We have partnered with African Hydroponics Ltd to distribute, install and maintain Greenspan Sky Transport System
which is manufactured by Thomas cable ways of USA.

We are recognized for:
�

Superior Quality,

�

Outperforming Services

�

Extremely Competitive Prices .

JOIN THE WORLD OF GREENSPAN
Visit Our Website: www.greenspan-agritech.com

�

Save on Time, Labour and Maintanance Costs

�

Ensuring fewer bruises and broken heads

�

Be Environmentally Friendly.

�

Ensuring a higher quality

Our flexible and customer friendly attitude to offer tailor made solutions
are highly appreciated by our customers.

Greenspan Agritech Pvt. Ltd. - Gat No. 207, Parandwadi Tal Maval Dist. Pune, India
Tel: +91-2114-237735
Email: sales@greenspan-agritech.com
African Hydroponics Ltd. -Alpha Centre, No.83, Mombasa Rd, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: +254 - 20 - 820670
Email: info@africanhydroponics.co.ke
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Amiran’s New Insecticide and Miticide, SAF-T-Side
Expected To Help Kenyan Farmers Increase Their Crop Yields

I

ntroducing a proven leader in pesticide
performance, Amiran Kenya and
Brandt, USA are bringing into the
Kenyan flower sector, SAF-T- Side, a highly
refined and low aromatic oil that provides
effective pest control in a broad range of
crops and ornamentals.
In a series of research and investigations
done by Amiran Kenya, over reliance on
conventional pesticides as a strategy for
the control of pests normally results in
development of resistance. The use of biorational pesticides such as SAF-T-SIDE for
the control of such pests is progressively
becoming more important.
As part of the successful field trials carried
out in Kichozi Farm in Thika, SAF- T- Side
is able to breakdown to smaller oil goblets
through a process known as emulsification.  
The optimum size of droplets is 14 times
smaller than the conventional spray oil
droplets allowing:
• Effective use against target pests
• Safe use, eliminating the phytototic,
effects and plant, maximizing its
performance
• Easy and stable dilution in the spray tank
• Stays mixed for 3hours
• Effective in high or low pressure
      
application
SAFE-T-Side acts as a suffocating agent
with its small particles that penetrate
the insects and mites respiratory system
thus blocking the air ducts (trachea) and
depriving them the necessary oxygen for
their survival.
In the past, spray oils have been known
to be an effective mechanism of pest
control, but their efficiency as well as
hazards is directly related to how long the
oil remains on the plant. Most light spray
oils are considered to be less effective or
non-pesticidal because they don’t remain
on the plant long enough to suffocate the
pests, whereas heavy oils are considered
hazardous to the plants. SAF- T-Side
is applied as a thin layer on the leaves
and inhabits the pest’s movement and

24

Amiran Agronomist, Brian Gesimba (Left) engages a farmer in a detailed
explanation on SAF-T-Side during the just ended IFTEX
feeding procedure, reducing therefore the
transmission of viruses that are hosted by
insects.
SAF-T-Side dilutes with both hard and soft
water easier and more thoroughly than
conventional spray oils, while ensuring
that the application is consistent from the
beginning of application to the end. Its
small oil droplets ensure a uniform foliar
coverage, providing the widest spectrum
of control on all development stages of soft
body insects and mites. The top quality oil
is proven to interfere with the pest’s cuticle
through a detergent effect. The unique
formula in SAF-T-Side that dissolves the
soft segment makes the Amiran distributed
product more effective in killing insects by
blocking normal exchange gaseous of the
eggs through the external membrane wall,
hardening the same wall thus affecting
hatching and general interference of normal
embryonic development.

the need for better agricultural products
that will help farmers reduce loss caused
by the pests. Further trials in Kichozi
Farm demonstrated that releases of P.
persimilis are compatible with application
of SAF-T-SIDE under laboratory and also
at semi-field conditions thus signifying
the two can be used in Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) programmes for the
control of two pests and mites. The results
showed that releases of P. persimilis are
compatible with application of SAF-TSide also with an added value with the
least risk of phytotoxicity (toxic effect by
a compound on plant growth). The unique
blend of oil, contains the optimal number
of carbon atoms- 23 atoms-, which means
it’s a very effective and safe for plants and
is approved for use in Organic Farming by
OMRI (Organic Material Review Institute).
The product is registered by the USA EPA
and the Pest Control Products Board
(PCPB) in Kenya.

Biological control and majorly the use
of natural enemies such as parasitoids,
predatory mites, predatory bugs, and/or
beneficial bacteria, fungi, and nematodes
is an alternative strategy to control
greenhouse pests and may not fully
control pests on their own and therefore

Assuring farmers of little or no hazard
caused to themselves, wildlife or the
environment, SAF- T-Side controls a wide
range of mites and insect pests such as
spiders and mites, mealy bugs, whiteflies
and aphids, in an application rate of 4 litres/
Hectare.
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Amiran
Solutions

Fulfilling the needs of the future

Tel: 0719 095000 Email: fert@amirankenya.com
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Rich Future In High-Altitude Growing

T

here is something special

of the rose growing

about the roses that grow in

area, Kenya is among

Kenya’s Njoro region. They

the top countries. Of

have long stems and strong

the 15,000 hectares

flowers in magnificent

of rose farms that

colours. With this type and quality product,

are grown all over

Kenya’s growers are entering ‘major league

the world, 5,000 are

of roses’. “Growing roses in the highlands

located in Colombia

in Njoro and around Mount Kenya offers a

and Ecuador; 4,000

product that surpasses the quality of the

in Africa, 3,000 in the

world’s premium rose producers in South

Far East and 1,000 in

America”, says rose expert Judith Zuurbier

Europe. Kenya is also

of Van Kleef Roses in Kenya.

nearing a top ranking
in quality.

roses that meet the highest standards.

Van Kleef Roses is a well-known rose
business in Kenya. Thirteen years after

“Until recently, the South Americans were

starting the first farm in Kenya, Judith has

the top suppliers of premium roses for the

recently set up Alani Gardens, a brand new

world, with Kenyan as a strong runner-

farm in the high-altitude (2,400 metres)

up. Now that rose entrepreneurs have

Njoro region. Judith and other growers are

mastered the art of highland farming, rapid

investing heavily in highland production in

development of the Mount Kenya and Njoro

this region, which is known for its abundant

regions is underway. The trend is clear: we

sunshine and ideal temperatures. “The

are also becoming a key player in premium

environment is extremely suitable for strong

products.

Alani Gardens is a major step ahead, with
a product that matches the performance
of the best specialised growers in South
America. Our Alani Gardens roses are
not necessarily marketed through flower
auctions; they are also sold straight to
demanding buyers all over the world.”
Rose breeder
The quality that is offered by state-of-the

large cut roses”, says Judith.

art farms like Alani Gardens has a firm base

Lead in quality

in Europe. Judith’s company Van Kleef

Export product

Judith’s role in this development: “Our

Roses are an important export product in

strength is not so much in quantity, but

this country that is gaining significance

we do lead in quality. Our strength lies in

in the world flower market. In total size

innovation. We are always looking for new
developments.
Our brand new
highland farm
Alani Gardens
is a great
example of
that.

Roses is also an agent to Rosen Tantau,
an important German rose breeder that
supplies numerous rose varieties. “Tantau
already supplies the rose varieties that grow
well in Ecuador’s mountainous regions.
We now work with Tantau’s premier league
portfolio in Kenya’s highland regions.”
According to Judith Zuurbier, Kenya is a
formidable competitor to the established
rose-growers in Europe and South

This is my
fourth farm
project in
East Africa
– a boutique
farm that
grows special,
high-quality

America, because of the good climate, the
infrastructure and low labour cost. “We do
have concerns, mainly about the strong
increase in the number of regulations in
Kenya. All in all, Kenya is in a good position
to become the world leader in roses!”

Courtesy: Vankleef Roses.
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Quality is never an
accident; it is always the
result of high intention,
sincere effort and
skillful execution.

Reduce Transport Costs
When Shipping Flowers.

T

he grower, packaging supplier

a new way of doing,” in the fresh produce

and freighter should work

packaging sector.

closely together in ensuring
that the produce reaches

Billerud Fresh Services brings a wealth

market in the best possible quality.

of experience in working closely with all

The quality of a carton is important as it

stakeholders in the fresh flower, fruit and

determines the state in which the produce

vegetable supply chain in order to optimize

will reach the market. A good quality box

packaging solutions in the partnership. In

should be able to withstand the harsh

addition, Silpack Industries Ltd has wealth

conditions in the supply (cool) chain. The

of experience in working with growers for

primary purpose of a carton is to protect,

over 25 years, bringing innovation and

preserve and ship the produce to the

quality to the manufacture of corrugated

market in top quality sustainability- in as

cartons, SFK rolls, and flower sleeves to the

near perfect condition as possible-allowing

East and Central African Region.

for good returns.
The new product SoliQ Air™ is designed
It is pointless to put so much effort in

as a way to reduce air freight costs for their

getting a quality produce from the farm

customers. Recently introduced into this

only for it to arrive in bad state in the target

region, SoliQ Air™ has become a way for

market due to poor quality packaging –

the entire fresh flower and produce industry

fetching low returns and being subject of

to lower transport costs. It is developed

claims etc.

and specified to cope with the toughest
transportation conditions.

Silpack industries Ltd has entered into
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partnership with Billerud Fresh Services to

Meet Customer Specifications

bring into the market the newest technology

SoliQ Air™ specifications begin with a

in fresh produce packaging, SoliQ Air™.

comprehensive look at each supply chain,

SoliQ Air™ is a “New way of thinking and

including transport time and conditions. By

Floriculture . July - August 2013

scientifically engineering each solution with

sized box), which translates into money,

your branding and enable your fresh cut

higher quality materials, skilled technicians

making a difference at the end of year on

flowers to arrive at their final destination

are able to reduce the use of packing

your balance sheet. The company is able to

looking just as fresh as the day they were

materials and weight of each package by

work with the two freight options by saving

picked.

up to 20%, maintaining performance of the

on weight and increasing pack rates hence

packaging solution.

reducing the freight cost per stem.

Lower Total Costs of Transport

The smart choice for the whole value chain

and situations. SoliQ Air™ is specifically

SoliQ Air™ delivers outstanding strength

from enabling hardy varieties to look well

designed to keep specific varieties of fresh

performance with the lowest possible

presented in a box, to maximizing the life

cut flowers fresher for longer and enable

weight, leading to substantial savings in

and freshness of delicate varieties and

them to hold their colour and arrive at

freight costs. SoliQ Air™ has saved up to

enabling them to be successfully exported

their destination in prime condition. It can

20 percent in weight (200gsm on standard

to distant markets – SoliQ Air™ will boost

also be customised to suit the handling

The company is able to design packaging
options, which suit specific flower varieties

conditions, respiration rate
and branding requirements for
specific varieties of flowers.
A Marking for the Environment.
We know that consumers value
green alternatives and support
sustainable development with
a smaller carbon foot print.
SoliQ Air™ strives to reduce
the environmental impact by
reducing the use of packaging

Why choose SoliQ Air™?

materials upto 20%.

Lower the cost of transportation

Reliable Supply

A marking for the environment

important person to any grower.

Reliable supply

reliable partner who will ensure

A reliable supplier is the most
Silpack Industries Ltd is a
that you receive what you need,
when you need it. Growers are
also assured of consistence
of quality due to the state of
the art laboratory in Sweden
which simulate your cold chain
conditions and determine the
best carton design.

SoliQ Air™ is a lighter, stronger solution, reducing the weight
of a Package up to 20%.

Conclusion
Silpack Industries Ltd has and
will continue providing growers
with the packaging they need
– stronger, more attractive and
more cost effective with a lower
environmental impact. The result
is definitely an added value that
boosts customer’s brands and
competitiveness, while securing
their position as the natural
partner in their development.
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The 2013 Economic Survey Officially Launched

T

he Government has officially launched the

markets, the ongoing economic turmoil in the euro zone,

Economic Survey report 2013 published by the

slowed growth in emerging markets and developing

Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS).

economies due to weak demand from advanced economies.

The report was presented by Anne Waiguru, OGW Cabinet
Secretary Ministry of Devolution and Planning. According to

The overall domestic Economy activity in 2012 showed

the report, the agriculture sector recorded a growth of 3.8

improvement despite a myriad of challenges that include

percent in 2012 compared to a suppressed growth of 1.5 per

a turbulent global economy, delayed long rains and a

cent in 2011.

weakened Kenya shilling in the beginning of the Year.

Performance of different sub – sectors under agriculture

This performance was supported by:

varied mainly on account of delayed long rain across

• Stable macroeconomic environment

the ecological zones. There was increased production of

• Increased domestic demand

key crops save for horticulture, tea and pyrethrum which

• Modest growth in credit

recorded declines.

• Notable growths in Agriculture, Wholesale and Retail
Trade, and Transport and Communication.

Key Crops Production
Real GDP expanded by 4.6 per cent in 2012 compared to a
  Commodity (‘000 Tonnes)
Tea			
  Coffee

2011

2012

% change

377.9

369.4

-2.2

36.3

49

35

International Trade

205.7

-4.9

The Value of total exports grew from Kshs 512.6 Billion to

  Fresh horticultural produce 216.2

growth of 4.4 per cent in 2011.

Kshs 517.8 billion while the imports grew by 5.7 per cent
In the International scene the growth rate of the global

from Kshs 1,300. 7 billion in 2011 to 1, 374. 6 Billion in 2012.

economy dropped from 3.9 per cent in 2011 to 3.2 percent

Consequently, Kenya’s trade balance worsened further by

in 2012. This was due to rise in oil prices in the international

8.7 per cent in 2012 compared to 46.7 percent in 2011.

Corrections: We regret and Apologise to Dutch Flower Group for Omiting one name in their Last Caption.
Below is the Right Caption

The Merger - Klaas van Zijverden, Jaco van Zijverden, Marco van Zijverden, Art van Duijn & Jaap van Duijn
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Uganda Flower Growers Wither

L

ack of local flower

harvesting training. That is why their

Referring to government financial support

breeders, coupled with

human resources in the flower sector are

in the flower sector, Musoke said there

high borrowing costs

performing well, but if Government wants

is an increasing lack of interest because

and a government that

that obstacle to be solved then let it invest

no current research being funded by the

seems to have turned its back on

in its human resources, because the sector

government yet research plays a vital role in

them, is demoralizing Ugandan

is also having out-growers who cannot

the business.

flower growers.

afford to pay the consultants for the training
but this can be done by the government”

She said, “Government is doing well in food

At one time in the late 1990s, the

she advised. Musoke said lack of local

crops many scientists have been funded

Uganda horticulture and floriculture

breeders has increased the cost of

to come up with new varieties of crops

industry was touted as one of the

horticulture farming in the country

that are resistant to diseases and mature

most exciting non-traditional export

in short period of time but this is missing in

sectors. But since then, several

“All flower farmers in the country are

flower firms have steadily fallen

depending on Kenyan flower breeders who

the flowering sector.”

off by the wayside due to financial

supply the seedling to the Uganda farmers

Musoke suggests research in such areas

constraints. Some have relocated

at very expensive prices, because farmers

as open field crops and summer flower

to Ethiopia where the government is

here have to pay for royalties to the breeder,

cultivation focusing on local crops but with

apparently more accommodating.

moreover at high percentage rates ranging

a market niche in mind. Other areas for

from 10% to 15% once the flowers are

promotion are on use of tissue culture, local

David Wakikona , a state minister

sold,” she said. She said over dependence

substrate materials, organic fertilizers and

for trade and cooperatives says

on imported planting materials has been

integrated pest management requirements.

some flower farmers are have

one of the factors why very few Ugandans

substandard flowers on the market

get involved in the horticulture business.

which cannot meet the international

The flowers sector used to be one of the
sectors that the country used to earn

She said they don’t have reliable sources

more foreign exchange, but its potential is

of supply for planting materials and those

declining due to factors that are considered

“Yes when we talk of unlocking

available are very expensive to the local

to be obstacles to the sector as result of

the potential of our agriculture

farmer. This is less of a bother for wealthier

the many factors this has led even to some

sector, the private sector should

people who dominate the sector.

flowering companies as its also in the fish

standards on the world market.

not square all the uncertainties

sector to close business in Uganda

to Government. They also need

“Unlocking the export potential of

to be blamed, because some are

Uganda’s agriculture sector, especially the

Kenya has become the leading producer of

handling the horticulture products

horticulture ones will also not be achieved

roses for the European market.

poorly, especially when it comes to

if the production side is not supported,

post-harvesting that compromises

we need government support in offering

With The Netherlands being an important

with the standards of the world

incentives to horticulture farming inputs like

entry point to the European market, the

market,” he said.

the fertilizers to ensure that our soil fertility

Kenyan-Dutch horticultural supply chain

is not compromised,” she said.

has developed rapidly.

Director of the Uganda Flower

In order to overcome such challenges,

Volumes have increased and the product

Exporters Association, blames

Musoke said the government needs to

range has widened. In 2011, Kenya became

the government for not training

attract more investors in breeding flower

the biggest cargo hub of Africa, bigger than

horticulture farmers on the good

planting materials since the market

Johannesburg or Cairo.

techniques of flower handling.

is available. She said this will offer an

She said it’s the responsibility of

opportunity to Uganda to have enough

The success of the Kenyan horticulture and

the government to provide these

planting materials and in turn the country

floriculture export sector can largely be

extension services to its citizens.

will produce more flowers for export since

attributed to the strong cooperation of the

“Countries like Ethiopia and

the same mechanism has been applied to

private sector with the government.

Kenya are investing a lot in post-

countries like Ethiopia and Kenya.

But Juliet Musoke, the Executive
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Mr. Nelson Maina

Giving Kenya’s Flower More Scent
In The Wake Of Climate Change
Kenya flower industry has been on a meteoric rise,

conventional pests have voraciously chewed

both in production and exports with the Economic

thousands and thousands of tonnes of these

Survey of 2013 putting the earnings from the export

stems and petals to live these countries high and

of cut flower at Sh65 billion last year, up from Sh58.8

dry. Ironicaaly the same factors that have boosted

billion in 2011 which has now placed it as the third

our flower sales are imminent in our country and

biggest foreign earner to the economy after tea and

continent. And it is a matter of time before they strike.

tourism.

This couldnt be further from the truth. Only a few
months ago, scientists in Uganda sounded an alarm

Emerging markets like Asia, Russia and US are

on a coffee pest responsible for destroying 90 percent

positioning the country’s flower exports at an even

of a plant within days which has now moved to

higher earning scale with the Kenya Flower Council

attacking horticultural produces including flowers.

reports indicating that on the global front, a growth

The Black Coffee Twig Borer (BCTB) has a high birth

of 5 per cent is anticipated every year over the next

rate producing 20 offsprings in a week and can chew

five years. The sector has grown annually by 15

up a plant in a record one hour. This and other pests

per cent in value and volumes, defying political and

and diseases coupled with unpredictable weather

weather uncertainties while providing employment to

patterns are bound to take a toll on our flower

an estimated 500,000 people (including over 90,000

production.

flower farm employees) The sector is growing faster
than the 10 per cent growth envisaged under Vision

While flower farms may have mechanisms to arrest

2030. Indeed the experts say the sector could grow

the situation, smallholder farmers who are starting

at 20 per cent by 2030.

to warm up to the benefits of the trade may not. So
what can we as a nation do? While we cannot control

What is now projected to up the production further is

climate change,we can mitigate and learn to adapt.

the entry of smallholder farmers. Researchers hail this

Information therefore is key. Elgon Kenya Limited,

as a way to create a good mix between the traditional

the trusted agro inputs company in East and Central

large companies who concentrate on the high end

Africa, continues to provide farmers with modern,

flowers and small scale farmers now into alternative,

environmental friendly pest control products and other

easier to cultivate flowers like summer flowers.

farming inputs.

But even with the remarkable and rosy story, so is
the threat of climate change that flower growers are

Our resolve is still new and fresh especially now that

staring in the eye. Infact the reason Kenya is doing

we are aware of the effect climate change will have

so well in terms of flower production and exports is

on our farmers. In partnership with respected brands

because traditional flower producing behemoths like

globally we are ready and set to counter these effects

Columbia and Ecuador are grappling with an acute

with modern and superior pest control arsenals.

shortage of exports due to reduced production as a

Our team of highly trained field officers are on the

result of climate change which has taken its toll on

ground working to keep farmers informed on timely

flower farms.

intervention measures to save our produces and our
farmers because at Elgon Kenya, we are Kenyan and

New pests and diseases that are resistant to

Kenya is our business.
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FLOWER FARMERS EYE
EAST ASIA MARKET

lights by national carrier

demands of those markets. Efficiency in

Kenya Airways are

production and logistics is very important,”

expected to give flower

said Dr Serem.

farmers direct access

in 2011.
Local flower growers are expected to
market their products directly to buyers

to the East Asia market. Kenyan

Horticulture earnings

from across the globe. Kenya has been

farmers are eyeing a larger share

According to the Kenya National Bureau of

looking to diversify the market for flower

of the East Asian flower market

Statistics 2012 Economic Survey report,

exports, eyeing the $1 billion per year

following the recent launch of

Kenyan exports to South Korea stood at

Russian flower market as well as increasing

direct flights to South Korea.

Sh489 million while those to Japan were

market share in the Dubai auction.

at Sh2.2 billion. Imports from South Korea
This is by passing the European

were valued at Sh29.7 billion and those

Sales of Kenyan flowers in the US market,

and Dubai flower auctions, which

from Japan at Sh58 billion.

which is another target region, have been

have limited the penetration to
East Asia.

badly affected by the lack of direct flights
Horticulture earnings are projected to hit

between Nairobi and US cities, meaning

Sh95 billion this year from Sh88 billion in

the flowers have to pass through European

The Horticultural Crops

2012, and Dr Serem said that the margins

auctions. Growth of the horticulture sector

Development Authority (HCDA)

enjoyed by local flower producers can

is also impacted by fluctuations in the

Managing Director Dr. Alfred

be increased if the cost of freight to the

shilling.

Serem said the new markets

markets could be reduced. “It’s not just

in South Korea and Japan are

about getting hold of new markets that

The Kenya Flower Council chief executive

expected to account for between

Kenya will see come in the next two years.

Jane Ngige said the cut flower industry has

five and 10 per cent of the flower

Getting flowers direct to these markets

learnt to accommodate fluctuations in the

exports, potentially helping the

is the key thing, bypassing the European

exchange rates through instruments such

country bridge the imbalance in

auctions,” said Mr Dick van Raamsdonk,

as hedging and forward purchasing.

trade that is currently heavily tilted

president of HPP Exhibitions Holland, a

in favour of the Asian economic

company that organises flower expos.

powers. “We now have direct

34

She added that the industry does not
expect a negative effect on earnings as a

flights from Nairobi to South

The flower sector has already seen an eight

result of the political events surrounding

Korea, and Japan is just an hour

per cent rise in production in the first half

the recently concluded elections, citing

away from there.

of 2012, and is projected to bring in Sh50

Kenya’s large market share of the global

billion this year, according to Dr. Serem.

flower industry. “Our share of the global

“We are looking at East Asia to

Data from HCDA shows that flower exports

flower industry is 33 per cent. To replace

see how to organise our marketing

stood at Sh42.8 billion in 2012, four per

that volume anywhere else would take a

and production to be able to fit the

cent lower than the Sh44.5 billion earned

minimum of 10 years,” she said.
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was observed from all main suppliers. But
the highest growth rate was from Kenya.
Rose import from this country grew by more
than 50% in quantity and value terms. Israel
is the largest supplier of greens. Cut flowers
are also supplied from Turkey, Kenya and
Ethiopia.
The main supplier of orchids to the Russian
cut flower market is Thailand. The larger
share of imported flowers is distributed
in Moscow. According to market experts
flower sales in Moscow makes 17.5 –
23% from the total flower sales in Russia.
Moscow is followed by Moscow region and
St. Petersburg (18% and 13% respectively).
Flower market growth in Russia is ensured

Russian Flower Market

R

not only by import but also by local
producers. According to medium-term
forecasts volume growth of the Russian
cut flowers production will significantly

ussia is one of the world’s largest

distance transportation and have good

importer of   flowers. According

stability characteristics. Colombia is the

to the latest data it is among the

second rose supplier, and the main

six leading countries importing all types

Russia in recent years is growing rapidly.

only such consuming markets as the USA,

According to marketing research of the

Germany, the Netherlands, Great Britain

world and Russian cut flower market in

and France. According to forecasts in the

2012 the growth of rose supplies to Russia

be the world’s second flower
importer after Germany.
According to various analysts
in 2012 the volume of sales
in Russia amounted to over 4
billion US dollars, with 90% of
imports. In the structure of cut
flowers import rose holds the
first place – 43%, followed by
chrysanthemum and carnation
with shares of 22% and 16%
respectively.
The main suppliers are the
Netherlands (70% of the market)
and South American countries.
Ecuadorian roses make up 60%
of import both in terms of volume
and value. Ecuadorian roses are
distinguished by high quality.
They withstand long

country. Local production of cut flowers
and marketing of greenhouse products in

suppliers of carnation.

of cut flowers. Ahead of Russia there are

nearest 10 years Russia will

outpace the growth of imports into the

At that, large investments are directed to
non-core business, to flower industrial
greenhouses. The average growth rate
between 2008-2011 was 23%. It was
ensured thanks to commissioning of new
greenhouse complexes and to the newly
built commercial greenhouses reaching full
production capacity.
The largest production volume of cut
flowers in terms of quantity in Russia is in
the Central Federal Okrug. First of all it is
connected with the growth of investments
in cut flowers production and appearance
of new production greenhouses. Many
leading analysts of consulting companies
predict positive growth of the Russian
flower market. According to Global
Research Consulting (GRC) the volume of
the Russian cut flowers market is about 1
billion pcs.
The Russian flower market is very far from
saturation. Today the market shows annual
20-25% growth. The actual size of the
market is estimated by analysts at $ 40
billion.
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Kenyan-Dutch Flower Supply Chain Prepares
For Overhaul
Dutch government initiative to lift the bar for entire horticultural supply chain

By Stephen Teeuwen
A Dutch government-funded study of
the Kenyan-Dutch cut flower supply
chain exposes a host of minor and
major bottlenecks and inefficiencies

Businesses operating in the Kenyan-Dutch cut
flower supply chain will continue meeting with
government agencies and trade promotion
specialists from the two countries in the next
few months to tackle a host of minor and major
inefficiencies and bottlenecks hindering further

– and kick-starts sector-wide

growth. These so-called Platform Discussions,

involvement in setting new industry

Agriculture and Innovation, are the result of a recent

initiated by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs,

standards for quality, cost efficiency

in-depth study of this supply chain.

and sustainability.

The aim of both the study and the meetings is to
lift the Kenyan-Dutch cut flower supply chain to

36
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a higher level, setting new standards for

product range widening, Kenya’s Jomo

supply chains characterized by

the entire horticultural sector. The result, if

Kenyatta International Airport became

consolidation and vertical integration.

the plan succeeds, will be reduced supply

the biggest cargo hub of Africa in 2011,

chain costs, a longer vase life for flowers

overtaking even Johannesburg and Cairo.

and therefore increased value-for-money

‘The overall conclusion of the study,’
says Jeroen van der Hulst, Director of

for consumers, and increased sustainability

Facing dramatic change

FlowerWatch, ‘is that the Kenyan-Dutch

in terms of a lighter carbon footprint and

This rapid growth, however, has put

supply chain has reached the point at

reduced product and packaging wastage.

increasing pressure on the supply chain.

which it is struggling with the weight of its

While production continues to flourish,

own success. The many bottlenecks and

Kenya, a horticultural trailblazer

Western Europe’s cut flower markets are

inefficiencies exposed in our study have

Already a trailblazer in global horticulture,

showing signs of saturation, with annual

to be dealt with; it’s a do-or-die situation.

Kenya has achieved tremendous export

growth settling at a moderate 2 to 4%.

Moving forward to new levels of quality,

growth over the last two decades.

cost efficiency and sustainability will require

Horticulture – with fresh-cut flowers holding

A major shift in purchasing power – from

a major overhaul involving every link in the

first place in export volumes – has become

wholesalers and the Dutch auction system

entire supply chain.’

one of the country’s biggest earners,

towards large and demanding mass-market

providing many thousands of Kenyans with

retailers – is also contributing to the general

Minor problems and major ones

jobs and income. Kenya has become the

sense that the industry is facing dramatic

The study, conducted between January and

leading producer of roses for the European

change.

May of 2012, exposed a surprising amount

market and a major supplier of other

of room for improvement throughout the
A study commissioned by the Dutch

entire chain, says Milco Rikken, Managing

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture

Director of Hortiwise. ‘One thing that struck

Exporting largely to the Netherlands,

and Innovation and performed by leading

us is the number of workarounds that have

Europe’s principal point of entry for flowers

Dutch expertise centres Hortiwise and

evolved all down the chain, with recognized

(taking 67% of Kenya’s tonnage and over

FlowerWatch, has shown that these

problems being bypassed through solutions

55% of its export value), Kenyan players

combined factors are not only placing

that are far from optimal.’ One example

have joined forces with Dutch players in

severe pressure on margins, but also

is the re-cooling of flowers at the Kenyan

creating one of the industry’s most highly

changing the playing rules in the flower

airport through inefficient and relatively

developed supply chains. With volumes

industry. The industry, the study shows,

costly measures that would be superfluous

steadily increasing and the horticultural

is evolving towards lean and transparent

if the flowers’ were delivered at the airport

varieties.

at the correct temperature in the first place.
‘Many minor issues came into view that
in view of margin pressure clearly need
resolving,’ says Rikken. ‘The good news is
that many can be resolved without much
effort. Just tackling the easy issues will
cause a noticeable improvement in flower
quality, cost efficiency and sustainability.’
‘Other issues will be a lot tougher to
deal with’, he adds. Some will require
players across the chain, both Kenyan
and Dutch, to muster up far more trust
and commitment than they have done so
far. Comments Rikken: ‘One thing that
stands out from this study is that in the
flower supply chain, neglect by one player
typically leads to costs for somebody else.
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Bringing all these parties together may well

shipments are often inefficient, with over-

sales are conspicuous by their absence.

prove to be the greatest challenge of all in

and under-packing resulting in volume

realizing the changes this chain so badly

inconsistencies, unnecessary expenses and

Sector involvement in the carbon footprint

needs.’

damage to flowers.

debate is crucial for realizing acceptable
sustainability standards. The CO2 impact

Eight trouble spots, five improvement

Theme 2 – Education on cold chain

of specific industry activities needs

themes

management and packaging

further research. There is also a need for

The study identifies eight trouble spots

Cold chain management and packaging

natural resources, waste reduction and a

in which minor and major problems are

are also begging attention when it comes

better environmental performance.

holding the sector back:

to education. Farm staffs, transporters,

programmes aimed at improved use of

handlers, airlines and importers alike are

Theme 5 - Platform

1. Cold chain management

not as aware as they should be of the basic

2. Transport and logistics

requirements in these areas, nor how to

The Platform Discussions for the Kenyan-

3. Packaging

meet them.

Dutch Horticultural supply chain initiated

4. Information and communication
5. The relatively weak position of SME 		

in the framework of this study must
Retailers are another group in need

become a fixed part of the chain’s agenda

of education on how to handle fresh-

in order for the sector to move forward.

6. Handler performance

cut flowers, as their knowledge and

Communication and knowledge sharing can

7. The integration of the flower sector with   

experience with this product lag behind

also be improved by means of sector- and

their increasingly dominant market

supply chain- specific websites, training

position. Particularly at the retail level,

programmes and other forms of direct

product and packaging wastage figures are

collaboration between key stakeholders,

astonishingly high.

including associations and government

growers

mass-market retailers
8. Sector-wide teamwork
In order to maintain their competitive edge

bodies in both countries.

over competitors both near and far in
the global flower industry, Kenya and the

Theme 3 - Synchronisation of (electronic)

Netherlands can deal with these trouble

information

Concrete and practical

A more effective exchange of (electronic)

‘The Kenyan-Dutch flower supply chain has

spots by focusing on five improvement
themes, the study suggests:

information throughout the supply chain

a lot of room for improvement in big and

Theme 1 – Cold chain and packaging

will reduce time-to-market and handling

small ways,’ says Rikken. ‘We believe this

standards and procedures

expenses, increasing supply chain

study offers plenty of concrete and practical

efficiency. Electronic systems, such as

points of connection for every player in

The absence of adequate standards and

CLIENT (a Dutch system for phytosanitary

the chain eager to raise the standard and

procedures in the cold chain, most notably,

checks), KEPHIS’ electronic service for

take the lead in the industry. Interest in

directly affects the quality and vase life

phytosanitary issuance and E-freight

the Platform Discussions so far has been

of flowers. Temperatures right down the

(electronic messaging in the air cargo

encouraging.

supply chain vary substantially and are

supply chain), need to be developed and

often far higher than necessary, both in

implemented on wider scale. Current

All but a few of the players in the chain

Kenya and in the Netherlands. The absence

flower shipments often lack uniform

seem eager to participate. Discussing

of clear agreements regarding temperature,

documentation and labelling, while some of

change and actually realizing it are

as well as timing and quality of handling

the parties involved in clearing shipments

obviously two different things, but

services (service levels), also negatively

are not available 24/7.

we’re confident that by tying in with
existing initiatives both in Kenya and the

impacts flower quality.
Theme 4 - Supply chain innovation

It’s up to the supply chain itself to make it

Another area in need of solid standards
and procedures to improve quality and

Strategic, technological and structural

cost efficiency is packaging. Currently, the

innovations, as well as supply chain

supply chain lacks standard procedures

performance improvements, are vital if the

for ordering, storing and erecting boxes,

Kenyan-Dutch supply chain wishes to move

while packaging requirements related to

forward successfully. Sea transportation

storage, cooling and transport, are often

options need further investigation and

contradictory. Also, loading practices and

packaging innovations geared to direct
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Netherlands, we can make a real difference.
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happen.’

Courtesy: The Dutch Kenya 		
Public Private Partnership

The 10 Cs of Effective Communication
If you are not getting the feedback or the results that you are expecting, the problem could be
entrenched in the way you are communicating; not just in what you are saying. If you do not want
your message to be taken the wrong way, take heed of the counsel of the experts.

1. CLARITY

7. CONSIDERATION

Speak clearly, if you speak at all; carve every word before

To effectively communicate, we must realize that we are

you let it fall. -Oliver Wendell Holmes

all different in the way we perceive the world and use

2. CONCISENESS
Deliver your words not by number but by weight. -Proverb

3. CORRECTNESS

this understanding as a guide to our communication with
others. -Tony Robbins

8. COMPETENCE
There are three things to aim at in public speaking: first, to

When the eyes say one thing, and the tongue another, a

get into your subject, then to get your subject into yourself,

practiced man relies on the language of the first. -Ralph

and lastly, to get your subject into the heart of your

Waldo Emerson

audience. -Alexander Gregg

4. COHERENCE

9. CONFIDENCE

To communicate, put your words in order; give them a

Courage is not the absence of fear but the ability to carry

purpose; use them to persuade, to instruct, to discover, to

on with dignity in spite of it. -Scott Turow

seduce. - William Safire

5. COMPLETENESS

10. CREDIBILITY
I gave a speech in Omaha. After the speech I went to a

Effective communication is 20% what you know and 80%

reception elsewhere in town. A sweet old lady came up

how you feel about what you know. -Jim Rohn

to me, put her gloved hand in mine, and said,” “I hear

6. CREATIVITY

you spoke here tonight.” “Oh, it was nothing,” I replied
modestly. “Yes,” the little old lady nodded, “that’s what I

The first ingredient in conversation is truth: the next good

heard.” - Gerald R. Ford

sense; the third, good humor; and the fourth wit. -Sir

People are not difficult, they are just different.

William Temple

How To Grow Your Bottom Line.
Work smarter not harder: 7 steps to boost
your growth

decisions, and implement a growth strategy, which could be

Achieving 20% growth year-on-year is the hallmark of a

organisation.

high growth business, but achieving and sustaining growth
of this nature is challenging, not least in today’s changeable

the catalyst to make 2013 the year of record growth for your

You Must :

climate.
•       Reduce manual processes to free up your staff
Implementing measures so your organisation works
smarter, does not necessarily mean that your business will
have to work harder to grow its bottom line.

•       Gain greater business intelligence and
maximise opportunities
•       View, interpret and manage your data
•       Access key management information – and fast

The 7 steps gives you the insight to make sound business

•       Plan and forecast effectively.
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HIS EXCELLENCY HON.
UHURU KENYATTA

YOU HAVE MY SUPPORT,
President Uhuru Kenyatta
Assures Exporters.

T

he theme of this year’s National

In spite of its importance, the export

Exporters Forum was “Growing

sector faces a number of challenges which

Kenya’s economy through

hamper its performance. These challenges

increased exports anchored

include:

on efficient trade facilitation, market

• Narrow and inadequate export supply

access and logistics”- underlined a key
commitment of the Government. Indeed,
the theme captured the spirit of the current
Strategic Plan of the Export Promotion

base
• Logistical constraints and non-tariff
barriers
• Inadequate financial support for export

Council that lays emphasis on regional

development and promotion

markets as an avenue for quick wins in

• Over reliance on traditional markets;

achieving a turnaround in the export sector

inadequate transport linkages to key

performance.

regional markets
• Absence of distribution support

It is not gainsaying that the export trade is

infrastructure such as warehouses in key

a key sector of the economy. It supports

regional and emerging markets

balance of payments, servicing of external

• The lack of international exhibition

debt, stable currency and sustenance of

facilities in Kenya.

adequate foreign reserves. In addition,
export trade contributes significantly to

These challenges need to be adequately

employment and wealth creation. Indeed,

addressed in order for the export sector

the sector is a key driver of the economy

to grow. The Government has stepped-up

and is expected to complement the

measures to address these challenges.

efforts of the Government in achieving the
projected 10 percent annual economic

These measures include:

growth rate as set out in Vision 2030.

• Exploration and exploitation of alternative
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sources of energy including solar, wind

offers the surest opportunity for Kenya to

addition, there are other challenges

and geothermal

improve trade, harness synergies and take

associated with exporting, such as the high

• Fast-tracking the modernization and

full advantage of economies of scale to

cost of branding, packaging, patenting and

expansion of railway infrastructure

spur economic growth.

low uptake of emerging technologies. These
challenges have locked out most SMEs

in the country commencing with
the Mombasa-Kisumu railway line

The Export Promotion Council has taken

from export trade, contributed to low export

which the Government has already

initial steps to establish distribution

product diversification and undermined the

allocated 22 billion shillings towards

infrastructure, including warehouses,

national efforts towards graduating from

the construction of a modern standard

in targeted and prioritized markets.

commodities trade to high-end value added

gauge railway line

The process should be fast-tracked in

manufactured goods.

• Fast-tracking the implementation of

order to enable the private sector take

the LAPSSET Project which will open

full advantage of available business

To address these challenges, a variety of

up the markets of South Sudan and

opportunities.

remedial measures are underway including:
• Establishment of an Export Development

Ethiopia

Fund

• Establishing international distribution

In addition, there is need to rationalize

infrastructure including warehouses

the transport, logistics and related export

• Creation of Credit Guarantee Schemes to

and business information centers in

facilitation in order to compete meaningfully

help reduce the high cost of credit to the

Kinshasa and Lubumbashi-Democratic

in the regional and global markets. It is

business community

Republic of Congo; and in Juba-the

worth noting that the Export Promotion

• Establishment of an endowment Fund for

Republic of South Sudan

Council has entered into collaboration with

sustainable funding of Export Promotion

• Engaging with our regional trading

the International Road Transport Union and

activities by the Council.

partners, in order to minimize the

Commonwealth Secretariat in an effort to

barriers that exporters face in their

introduce the use of International Road

Although Kenya has been registering a

markets

Transport Carnet, a global best practice in

steady growth of exports over the years,

• Boosting science, technology

fast-tracking transiting of export goods in

the gains from this growth have been

and innovation in the sector by

Kenya and her neighbours.

eroded by an upsurge in imports that far

increasing investment in research and

outweigh the exports. The country’s exports

development

This is a technological innovation that will

grew from 275 billion shillings in 2007 to

• Developing a framework to nurture

expedite transportation of Kenyan exports

518 billion shillings in 2012, while imports

and commercialize inventions,

to the regional markets and enhance

increased from 605 billion shillings to 1.4

innovations and end-products at the

smooth cargo transit both regionally and

trillion shillings during the same period.

national and county levels

internationally. Combined with the National

It is significant to note that a large portion

• Strengthening SMEs to become

Electronic Single window that is also in the

of the imports were consumer goods with

the key industries of tomorrow by

offing, the systems will expedite national

little contribution to value creation and

improving their productivity and

and regional transport of cargo by road and

sustainable development. It is, therefore,

innovation

reduce the turnaround time in the region.

imperative that the widening trade deficit

• Developing industrial and

Kenya is simplifying the business regime

is reversed through improved export

in the country to make it friendlier for

performance, while encouraging increased

improved transit across borders by

consumption of Kenyan goods.

manufacturing zones
• Development of SME Parks.

increasing single border posts with their
Global export trade patterns are

counterparts in East Africa. It is also

The Government will prioritize value

increasingly moving towards intra-

implementing extensive reforms in the

addition of local produce, to create a

regional trade, whereby countries

Port of Mombasa in order to streamline

departure from exportation of low value

are more inclined to doing business

operations and achieve the highest level of

commodities and instead focus on

with their neighbors and economies

efficiency.

exportation of high value finished products.
This will arrest the widening trade deficit

within their regions. For instance, the
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European Union countries trade more

Small and Micro Enterprises are among

and alleviate the current unemployment

amongst themselves, a pattern that is

the best sources of new products

situation afflicting the youth and women.

absent in the African continent where

and innovations. Unfortunately, their

The value addition initiatives will diversify

countries trade more with countries

development is hindered by lack of seed

the export base and lead to increased

outside the continent.

capital. Most financial institutions do not

production of goods and services that

In this regard, the African continent,

recognize SMEs since they are considered

will be consumed locally, regionally and

which is still largely a virgin market,

to be high risk investment targets. In

internationally.
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AAA Growers			
Rimuruti		
Roses		
Mr. George Hopf
0733-746737
george@aaagrowers.co.ke
AAA Growers-Chestnut 		
Naromoru		
Vegetables		
Mr. Mark Kirimi			
nanyuki@aaagrowers.com
AAA Growers Ltd.		
Thika		
Vegetables		
Mr. Steve			
AAA Growers-Turi 		
Nanyuki		
Vegetables		
Mr. Japheth				
japheth@aaagrowers.co.ke
Africallas			
Limuru		
Zantedeschia
Mr. Robert Holtrop
066-76084		
rob@sande.co.ke
Afri-organics (K) Ltd		
Timau		
Herbs		
MR. John Harris			
ohn@afriorganic.co.ke
Agripro Horticulture		
Nakuru				
Aquila Flowers		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Yogesh		
0715 -817369
gm@aquilaflowers.com
Baraka Flowers		
Ngorika		
Roses		
Mr. Wanjiru Mahihu
0722-517701
info@barakaroses.com
Batian Flowers Ltd		
Timau		
Roses		
Mr. Rene Mulder
0721-630890
rene@batianflowers.com		
Beauty Line Ltd		
Naivasha		
Cut Flowers		
Mrs. Catherine Wanjohi 0727-589862
catherine@beautyli.com
Bigot Flowers		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Jagtap Kakaseheb 0722-205271
jagtap.kt@bigotflowes.co.ke
Bila Shaka			
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Joost Zuurbier
0711-898689
bilashaka.flowers@zuurbier.com
Black Petals			
Limuru		
Roses		
Mr. Nirzar Jundre
0722-848560
nj@blackpetals.co.ke
Bliss Flora Ltd		
Njoro		
Cut flowers		
Mr. Shivaji Wagh
0789-101060
shivaniket@yahoo.com
Bluesky			
Naivasha		
Gypsophila,Roses
Mr. Mike		
0720-005294
blue-sky@africaonline.co.ke		
Buds $ Blooms -Blis flora		
Nakuru		
Roses		
Mr. Sarchil Appachu
0720-804784
Buds $ Blooms -Town		
Nakuru		
Roses		
Mr. Shivaji wagh
0720-895911
shivaniket@yahoo.com
Carnations Plants		
Athi River		
Carnations		
Mr. Amir		
045-22242		
cpl@exoticfields.com
Carzan Flowers (K) Ltd		
Kipipiri		
Carnations & sammer Mr. Zabeen Khan
0722-764697
zabeen@carzankenya.com
					
flowers 						
info@carzankenya.com
Celinico Flowers		
Limuru		
Roses,Summer flowers Mr. Chris Shaw
066-72170		
celinico@nbinet.co.ke		
Charm Flowers		
Kitengela		
Roses		
Mr. Ashok Patel
020 2222433
info@charmflowers.co.ke
Colour Crops			
Bahati		
Hypericum, Ammi
Mr. K. Marigoma
020 2313859
Colour Crops			
Timau		
Summer flowers
Mr. Simon Baker			
simon@siluba.co.ke
Colour Crops.			
Naivasha		
Veronica,fillers
Mr. Geofrey Mwaura
0724-083111
nva@coulourcrops.com		
Colour Vision Roses Ltd		
Naivasha		
Roses breeders
Mr. Peter van der Meer (0)50 50 310		
petervandermeer@terranigra.com
Countrywide Connections		
Nanyuki		
Eryngiums		
Mr. Richard 		
062-31023/6
production@countrywide.co.ke
Credible blooms		
Nairobi		
Roses		
Mr. Eliud Njenga
0722-382859
info@pegionblooms.com
De Ruiters			
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Sebasten Alix
0720-601600
info@drea.co.ke
Delmare pivot (Vegpro)		
Naivasha		
Vegs, Roses					
Desire flora (K) Ltd		
Isinya		
Roses		
Mr. Rajat Chaohan
0724-264653
rajatchaohan@hotmail.com
E.A. Growers - Jessy 		
Mweiga		
Vegetables		
Mr. Antony M.			
antonym@eaga.co.ke
Elbur Flora / Kimman Exports Ltd
Elburgon		
Roses		
Mr. Daniel Moge Maina 0721-734104
kimmanexp@gmail.com
Enkasiti Rose		
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Tambe 		
067-44222/3
enkasiti@form-net.com
Equinox Horticulture Ltd		
Timau		
Roses		
Mr. John Mwangi			
john@equinoxflowers.co.ke
Everest Enterprises -Chulu
Timau		
Vegetables		
Mr. Anthony Muiruri		
Everest Enterprises - Lusoi
Naromoru		
Vegetables		
Mr. Robert Mbuthia		
robert.mbuthia@everest.co.ke
Everes Enterprises - Njumbi
Naromoru		
Vegetables		
Mr. Robert Mbuthia		
robert.mbuthia@everest.co.ke
Everest Enterprises - Woodland
Mweiga		
Vegetables		
Mr. George Machariah			
george.macharia@everest.co.ke
Everflora Ltd 		
Juja		
Roses		
Mr. Bipin Patel
0716-066305
everflora@dmblgroup.com
Fides( K) Ltd			
Embu 		
Roses, Cuttings
Mr. Francis Mwangi
068-30776		
info@fideskenya.com
Flamingo Flora
Finlays-Chemirel		
Kericho		
Roses		
Mr. Aggrey Simiyu
0722-601639
Finlays Tarakwet		
Kericho		
Roses		
Mr. John Magara
0722-873539
john.magara@finlays.net
Finlays Flamingo		
Naivasha		
Roses/Fillers		
Mr. Peter mwangi
0722-204505
peter.mwangi@finlays.net
Finlays-Kingfisher		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Charles Njuki
0724 -391288
charles.njuki@finlays.net
Finlays-Kingfisher		
Naivasha		
Carnations/ Fillers
Mr. Jacob Wanyonyi
0722-773560
jacob.wanyonyi@finlays.net
Finlays - Vegetables		
Naivasha		
Vegetables		
Mr. Daniel Kiboi
0722-206627
Finlays-Siraji			
Timau		
Carnations/Roses
Mr. Paul Salim			
paul.salim@finlays.net
Finlays-Sirimon		
Timau		
Lilies		
Ms. Purity Thigira			
purity.thigira@finlays.net
Finlays Lemotit		
Londiani		
Carnations		
Mr. Richard Siele
0721-486313
richard.siele@finlays.net		
Flora ola								
Flora delight			
Limuru		
Summer		
Mr. Hosea		
0724-373532
hosndai@yahoo.com
Florema (K) Limited.		
Naivasha		
Begonia		
Mr. Peter Maina
050-2021072
info@floremakenya.co.ke
Florensis			
Naivasha		
Cuttings		
Mr. Eddy Verbeek
050-50010		
florensis@florensis.co.ke
Flower Connection Ltd		
Londiani		
Roses		
Mr. Arun Mishra
0710-625484
arun@eaga.co.ke		
Fontana Ltd - Mau Narok Ayiapa
Nakuru		
Roses		
Mr. Gideon maina
0721-178974
gideon@fontana.co.ke
Fontana Ltd - Njoro farm Akina
Nakuru		
Roses		
Mr. Arfhan		
0722-728441
Arfhan@fontana.co.ke
Fontana Ltd - Salgaa 		
Nakuru		
Roses		
Mr. Kimani		
0733-605219
production@fontana.co.ke
Foxton Agriculture		
Naivasha		
Vegetables		
Mr. Foxton Asanya.				
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Gatoka Roses		
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Chriss		
0715-215840
gatoka@swiftkenya.com
Goldsmith Seeds		
Naivasha		
Lisianthus
Mrs. Lynette S.		
Goodwood			
Nyaururu		
Hypericum		
Mr. Bernard		
0701-166466
Goodwood Properties		
Nyeri		
Vegetebles		
Mr. Kahiga				
dwagacha@qfp.co.ke
Greystones Farm						
Mr. Silas Mbaabu
0722-312316
silas.mbaabu@greystones.co.ke
Groove			
Naivasha		
Roses						
groovekenya@gmail.com
Hamwe Ltd			
Naivasha		
Hypericum		
Mr. Peter Kamwaro			
hamwe.production@kariuki.biz
Harvest Ltd			
Athi River		
Roses		
Mr. Farai Madziva
0722-849329
harvest@harvestflowers.com
Highlands Plants		
Olkalau		
Outdoors			
Hummer			
Naivasha		
Carnation, cuttings
Mr. Annemaria		
Indu Farm			
Naivasha		
French beans
Mr. James
Interplant roses		
Naivasha		
Breeders		
Mr. Geofrey Kanyari
0712-215419
geoffrey@interplant.co.ke
Isinya roses			
Isinya		
Roses
Mr. Yash Dave
0700-797849
info@isinyaroses.com
James Finlays 		
Kericho/Londiani
Roses		
Mr. Richard Siele			
flowers@finlay.co.ke
K.H.E.			
Nanyuki		
Vegetables		
Mr. Elijah Mutiso			
mutiso@khekenya.com
K.P.P. Plant Production (K) Ltd
Juja		
Cuttings		
Mr. Wilson Kipketer
020-352557		
w.keter@selectakpp.com		
Kabuku Farm		
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Anand Kumar			
kabuku@eaga.com
Kalka			
Isinya		
Roses		
Mr. Shivah		
0715-356540
production@kalkaflowers.com
Karen Roses.			
Nairobi		
Roses		
Mr. Rober Kotut
020-884429		
bob@karenroses.com
Kariki Ltd.			
Juja		
Hypericums		
Mr. Samwel K.
0722-337579
kariki.fm@kariki.biz
Karuturi flowers		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Sylvester Saruni
0722-873560
saruni@karuturi.co.ke
Kenfloraa Ltd		
Kiambu		
Roses		
Mr. Aleem Abdul
0722 -311 468
info@kenfloraa.com
Kenya Cuttings Ltd.		
Thika		
Cuttings		
Mr. Careml Ekardt
060 2030280/1
info.kenyacuttings@syngenta.com
Kisima Farm			
Timau		
Roses		
Mr. Kenneth 		
0722-475758
flowers@kisima.co.ke
Kongoni Gorge farm (Vegpro)
Naivasha		
Roses,vegs		
Anand		
Kongoni Star Flowers(Vegpro)
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Shailesh		
0722-203750
sailesh@vegpro-group.com
Kreative Roses		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Julias Kinyanjui
0734-505431
info@kreative-roses.com
Kudenga Flowers		
Molo		
Hypericum, Eringium
Mr. Juma/Rotich
0725-643942
kudenga.production@kariki.biz
Larmona/Hamcop		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Peter Mureithi
0722-238474
lamonaacounts@africaonline.co.ke
Lathyflora			
Limuru		
Beddings		
Mr. Silvester		
0721-336887			
Lauren international		
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Chris Ogutu
0722-783598
laurenflowers@access.co.ke
Lex + Blomming oasis		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Thomas Nyaribo
050-20-20612/21260 lex@lex-ea.com
Live Wire Limited		
Naivasha		
Hypericcum,Lilies
Mr. John Gitonga.
050-50371		
Lobelia Farm /Sunland Roses Ltd
Timau		
Roses		
Mr. Peter Viljoen
0721-632877
info@sunlandroses.com
Londia Farm			
Naivasha		
vegetables		
Mr. John		
Longonot Horticulture		
Naivasha		
Roses, vegetables
Mr. Shando Rai
050-50173/4
longonot@vegpro-group.com
Maasai flowers		
Kitengela		
Roses		
Mr. Wilfred Munyao
0725-848912
wmunyao@sianroses.co.ke
Magana Flowers (K) Ltd.		
Kiambu		
Roses		
Mr. Peter Mwangi
0726- 212520
Pmwangi@maganaflowers.com
Mahee flowers		
Olkalau		
Roses & Carnations
Mr. Vijay Kumar
020-822025		
info@eaga.co.ke
Marera Farm			
Naivasha		
Vegetables		
Pierluigi		
Maridadi			
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Jack
0733-333289
jack@maridadiflowers.com
Maua Agritec		
Isinya		
Roses		
Mr. Madayi				
gm@mauaagritech.com
Mboga Tuu			
Isinya		
Vegetables		
Mr. Dan Agao		
Migotiyo			
Nakuru				
Molo River Roses Ltd		
Nakuru		
Roses		
Mr. Andrew Wambua
Molly flowers		
Limuru		
Summer flowers
Elizabeth		
Morop Flowers		
Bahati				
Mr. Wesley Tanui
0720-983945
Mosi Ltd.			
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Anthony Wahome 0722-204911
mwaiwahome@mosiflowers.co.ke
Mt. Elgon Orchards		
Kitale		
Roses		
Mr. Bob Andersen
0734-333095
info@mtelgon.com
Mweiga blooms		
Mweiga		
Roses		
Mr. Daniel Vilnersson
0733-741203
sales@mweigablooms.com
New Hollands Flowers		
Olkalau		
Roses		
Mr. Mr. Francis
0700-718570
guna@bth.co.ke
Nini farm			
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Fred Okinda
0720-611623
growing@niniltd.com
Nirp E.A			
Naivasha		
Rose Breeder
Mr. Chege		
0720-477717
ethanc@nirpinternational.com
Ol Njorowa			
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. David, charles
020-574011		
mbegafarm@icconnect.co.ke
Oserian Dev Company		
Naivasha		
Roses,Fillers,statice
Mr. Ruri Tsakiris		
Panocal International		
Kitale		
Roses		
Mr. Paul Wekesa
054-2030916/7
paul.wekesa@panacol.co.ke
Panda Flowers Ltd		
Naivasha		
Roses
Mr. Paul W. Kariuki
050-50046		
wanderi@pandaflowers.co.ke
Pangot			
Naivasha		
Roses Cutting
Mr. Mwangi 		
Penta Flowers Ltd.		
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Tom Ochieng
0733 -625 297
tom@pentaflowers.co.ke
PJ Flora 			
Isinya		
Roses		
Mr. Kizito Mudogo			
pjdaveflowers@wananchi.com
PJ Dave Flowers		
Isinya		
Roses		
Mr. Hitesh Dave
045-21381/2
pjdaveflowers@wananchi.com
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PJ Dave			
Timau		
Plantations Plants.		
Naivasha		
Pollen 			
Ruiru		
Porini			
Keringet		
Porcupine			
Naivasha		
Pressman Kenya Ltd		
Nakuru		
Primarosa			
Nyahururu		
Primarosa Flowers Ltd		
Athi River		
Protea Farm			
Timau		
Ravine Roses			
Eldamaravine
Receme			
Naivasha		
Redlands II			
Kiambu		
Redlands Roses		
Ruiru		
Rift valley Roses		
Naivasha		
Rift valley vegetables		
Naivasha		
Riverdale Blooms Ltd		
Yatta		
Rose plant			
Kitengela		
Roseto Ltd -Salgaa		
Nakuru		
Roseto Flowers		
Nakuru		
Savanah plants		
Naivasha		
Shade Horticulture		
Isinya		
Schreurs E.A. Ltd		
Naivasha		
Shalimar Farm		
Naivasha		
Selecta Flora					
Sian Flowers- Agriflora 		
Nakuru		
Sian Flowers -Equator		
Eldoret		
Sian Flowers- Maji Mazuri
Mois Bridge		
Sian Winchester		
Nairobi		
Sierra Roses					
Simbi Roses Ltd.		
Thika		
Sirgoek Flowers		
Eldoret		
Solo Plant (K) Ltd.		
Kiambu		
Stockman Rozen Kenya Ltd
Naivasha		
Subati Ltd			
Subukia		
Subati (former Olij)		
Naivasha		
Suera Flowers		
Nyahururu		
Sunland Roses		
Timau		
Tamalu			
Timau 		
Tambuzi Flowers		
Naromoru		
Terrasol			
Limuru		
Timaflor Ltd			
Timau		
Timau flair			
Timau		
Transebel Ltd.		
Thika		
Tropiflora (K) Ltd.		
Limuru
Trodding Africa Flowers		
Njambini		
Tulaga			
Naivasha		
Uhuru Flowers		
Timau		
Valentine Kibubuti 		
Kiambu		
Van den berg roses		
Naivasha		
Van Kleef Kenya Ltd		
Njoro		
Vegpro (k) Ltd - Kitawi 		
Naromoru		
Vegpro (k) Ltd - Likii River
Nanyuki		
Vegpro (k) Ltd- Kongoni 		
Timau		
Waridi Ltd			
Athi River		
Wildfire flower		
Naivasha		
Windsor Flowers Ltd		
Thika		
Xpression Ltd -Africa Blooms
Salgaa		
Xpression Ltd -Elburgon		
Njoro		
Zena roses - Asai		
Eldoret		
Zena Roses			
Thika		
Zena Roses - Sosiani 		
Eldoret		

PRODUCT		

CONTACT PERSON

TELEPHONE		

E-MAIL

Roses		
Mr. Israel		
0712-184433
pjdavetimau@pjdaveepz.com
Geraniums 		
Mr. William M.
050-2021031
pplants@kenyaweb.com
Cuttings/Seedlings
Mr. Patrick Chege			
patrick.chege@syngenta.com
Roses		
Petinber		
0738-374403
Vegetables		
Eyal		
Roses		
Mr. Jelle Posthumus
297-382200		
preesman@preesman.com
Roses		
Mr. Santosh Kurkani
0712-030610
santosh @primarosaflowers.com
Roses		
Mr. Dilip Barge
0733 -618 354
dilip@primarosaflowers.com
Roses		
Mr. Philip				
info@lobelia.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Kamuren (GM)
Gypsopilla/vegs
Mr. Boni		
0721-938109
bonny@kenyaweb.com
Roses		
Aldric Spindler
0733-609795
aidric@redlandsroses.co.ke
Roses		
Aldric Spindler
0733- 609795
aldric@redlandsroses.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Peterson Muchiri
0721-216026
rvr@livewire.co.ke
Vegetables		
Mr. Nicholas		
Roses		
Mr. Anthony Mutungi
0722-584874
rdale@swiftkenya.com
Roses		
Mr. Atenus		
Roses		
Mr. Annan		
074-848560
gm.roseto@megaspingroup.com
Roses		
Mr. Vijay
0717-617969
gm.roseto@megaspingroup.com
Geraniums
lukulu		
Roses		
Mr. Mishra Ashutosh
0722-792018
mishra@shadeshorticulture.com
Roses		
Mr. Shadrack Musau
0726-981901
sales@schreurskenya.com
Roses		
Mr. Vijay Kumar
020 822025		
info@eaga.co.ke
Roses		
Mrs. Mary Mwangi
0725-075569
sales@floratrends.co.ke
Roses/ Lilies		
Mr. Jos van der Venne
0722-203630
info@sianroses.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Nehemiah Kangogo 0722-848910
nehemiah@equator.sianroses.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Clement Ng’etich
0725-848914
cng’etich@sianroses.co.ke
Roses 		
Mr. R. Mulinge
0725-848909
rmulinge@sianroses.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Shariff		
0787-243952
Roses		
Ms. Pauline Nyachae
020-4448230
simbi@sansora.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Andrew		
0725-946429
sirgoek@africaonline.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Haggai Horwitz
0732-439942
hagai@soloplant.co.ke		
propagator		
Sarah Tham		
0720-603994
sarah@srk.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Naren/Ravi
0736-347777
production@subatiflowers.com
Roses		
Mr. Patel		
054-30917
production@subatiflowers.com
Roses		
Mr. Joseph Mureithi			
suerafarm@suerafarm.sgc.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Peter Viljoen
0721-632877
info@sunlandroses.com
zante		
Mr. David N.		
0722-764759
nzomahd@gmail.com
Roses				
062 3101917
info@tambuzi.co.ke
Cuttings		
Eva		
0722-455996
info@terrasol.com
Roses		
Mr. Bryan Allen
062-41263
brian.allen@timaflorltd.com
Roses		
Mr. Philip Ayiecha
0723-383736
Roses		
Mr. David Muchiri			
admin@transbel.co.ke
Carnations, Astroemeria Mr. N.Krasensky
0722-783280
tropiflora@tropiflora.net
Summer Flowers
Margaret Muthoni
0720-267004
leekement@gmail.com
Roses		
Mr. Denis Wedds
0724-465427
denis.weds@africaonline.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Ivan Freeman
0722-863252
ivan@uhuruflowers.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Simon		
020-3542466
info@valentineflora.com
Roses		
Johan Remeus
050-5050439
johan@roseskenya.com
Roses		
Mrs. Judith Zuurbier
		
roses@vankleef.nl
Vegetables		
Das		
Roses		
Mr. Madhav Patel		
madhav@vegpro_group.com
Roses		
Vivek Sharma			
vivek@vegpro_group.com
Roses		
Mr. P.D. Kadlag
0724-407889
kadlag@waridifarm.com
Roses/Hypericum
Christine Karambu
0722-468031
christine.karambu@wildfire-flowers.com
Rose		
Mr. Vikash Singh
067- 24208 		
farm@windsor-flowers.com
Roses		
Mr. Samir		
072-4518140
flowers@xflora.net
Roses		
Mr. Inder Nain / Ketan
0719-748175
flowers@xflora.net
Roses			
Roses		
Mr. Peter Ochami
0712-006323
productionthika@zenaroses.co.ke
Roses/Carnations
Mr. Fanuel O.		
0724-631299		
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A Weapon of Mass Destruction Launched
“Whoever described marriage as a bed of roses certainly was not married

first missile was launched at a Nanyuki hotel with another launched at

to a digital lady. Most likely, a renaissance poet”, I thought. “I wish I was

a Naivasha hotel before more launches were held at Kitengela, Nakuru,

a newspaper so I could be in your hands all day,” Biheshimiwa alias digital

Eldoret and Nairobi. The launches were attended by all flower growers,

Lady fumed as she approached the sitting room. Without mincing words or

production managers, technical managers and their spray counterparts in

turning my eyes from the obituaries page I was reading, I fired back, “I too

Kenya.

wish that you were a newspaper so that I would have a different one every
day.” This opened a canon of unprintables, which she vomited into my face

According to our bomb experts who attended the meeting, they had

and left me lying on the sofa set like a deflated condom.

unleashed an outstanding new fungicide for the control of Powdery
Mildew. Immediately after receiving this information, we set a commission

Nevertheless, all this had been caused by a brief assignment given to me

known as Sphaerotheca Pannosa Commission. The commission has

by boss. Earlier in the day, the editorial board had met. They went through

worked tirelessly and their provisional report is encouraging. According to

all CVs in our third rate media house. They were looking for someone to

the report, farm managers are very happy with new missile. The missile is

undertake a mission impossible. On my CV they found Dr.(Debtor) Officer,

known to contain two tried and trusted modes of action. It inhibits all the

BSC, (Bachelor of Stoning Cars) MPC (Mad People’s Combination) UON

development growth stages in the pathogen cycle and has a high and long

(University of Nowhere) MBA (Masters in Anything) Havard University, PHD,

lasting activity.

(Permanent Head Damage) in Laughtology, EKB (Elder of the Kitchen
Budget) C G H (Carrier of the Great Hypocrisy), Esquire. ETC (End of

Additionally, this new WMD has a high persistence and good kick back

Thinking Capacity). The CV was quite impressive to them and my boss

activity and has beneficial physiological effects (greening and yield

called me.

enhancement). It is also known to have a mesostemic action and systemic
activity. It also has a low use rates and known to have a built-in resistance

“A certain Weapon of Mass Destruction (WMD) christened Consist Max

management. With a favourable environmental and toxicological profile,

has been launched towards Powdery Mildew. According to an anonymous

it is compatible with IPM programs for it is harmless to predatory mites.

call, the WMD, which was launched from a Naivasha hotel and later in

According to the commission most farm managers were happy with these

a Nairobi hotel, had caused the worst destruction to the sphaerotheca

benefits and a number launched more lethal attacks from their farms. Now,

pannosa family since Hiroshima bombing. “The board has settled on you to

allow me to call our Government Chief Nuclear Phycist to take us through

come up with an award winning obituary advert and enable them reclaim

some slides. When the government Chief Nuclear Phycist stood, he went

back their position as the leading horticultural media house. This was the

direct to the Topic of the day. “Brethrens, I want you to watch keenly the

brief assignment to a mission impossible”, said my boss.

slide. As you can see, Consist Max stops and controls powdery mildew
in various stages of the disease development cycle. It is known to inhibit,

I escaped through the backdoor to my house then went straight to bed

spore germination, germ tube elongation, appressorium and haustorium

before things turned elephant. Instantly, I fell asleep and my dreams took

formation and mycelia growth and sporulation (formation of conidia).

me to a nearby flower farm where impeccable sources had it that this
WMD had wiped out all the powdery Mildew which had troubled the

Our second slide shows that Consist Max combines the contact, absortion

grower for long. According to my source from the sphaerotheca pannosa

by waxy layers, penetration and translaminar properties of Trifloxystrobin

family who requested anonymity, the disaster was caused by Consist Max,

and the protective, translaminar, systemic and curative activities of High

a new combination fungicide, containing two active ingredients for the

persistence and good kick-back activityTebuconazole.

control of powdery mildew in roses. The source further gave Trifloxystrobin
250 g/l + Tebuconazole 500 g/l as the dangerous combination.

In conclusion, brethrens of the powdery mildew clan, flee any leaf known
to have been hit by this missile. The active ingredient Trifloxystrobin inhibits

A stone throw from where I stood was PRIP Workshop (Powdery Mildew

respiration in the mitochondria and Tebuconazole acts as a demethylation

Rest in Peace) and a family owned business had been sub-contracted to

inhibitor (DMI) of fungal sterol biosynthesis. Due to the dual mode of action,

do millions of coffins for the dying powdery Mildew. “I came to inform you

Consist Max® presents a perfect mix for resistance management. Farm

breakfast is ready and the king of sphaerotheca pannosa family has called

manager’s are handling it easily due to the low rates of use.

for a Baraza at the leaf stadium to discuss this aftermath calamity,” said
lady voice. My scribe’s instinct rose and immediately I proceeded to the

Eureka! Eureka, I jumped only for my wife to aim a WFD (Weapon of

stadium. In attendance were all clans of the fungi family.

Face Destruction) on me. Shut up, what is wrong with you? Why are you
pretending to be Archimedes? This woke me up only to find that I was

When the king stood, everyone was quiet. “Ladies and gentlemen of

dreaming but then God, I can now write the obituary and save my job.

the fungi family, let me start by sending condolences to our brethrens of
the powdery Mildew family and assure them, my government is doing

“You must have been among the few who escaped from our mental

everything to control this calamity.

institution,” my boss said after I presented the death announcement. “I
did it for a purpose but you can call them now as I have rested my case” I

Brethrens, allow me to tell you that, our all time enemy, Bayer CropScience,
has launched a Weapon of Mass Destruction named Consist Max. The
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answered in a quick rejoinder.

Partners of Floriculture
PACKAGING MATERIALS LTD

Floriculture encourages the pursuit of joint ac�vi�es in areas of mutual interest with na�onal and
interna�onal socie�es, companies and organiza�ons. Agreements have been reached between
Floriculture, leading growers and suppliers and trade associa�ons. This unique partnership includes a
complimentary copy for each member of the registered associa�ons. Floriculture is proud to announce
the coopera�on with the above corporates.
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